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First, I would like to thank you Engineering Department and Dr. Ryan Wong for sponsoring and organizing this meaningful camp. This 5-day camp was leaded by two student PIC Andy, Chau Wong Chan and Vicky Tse who have shown their profession, experience, helpfulness and responsibility which I would say contribute to the success of this event.

This camp was well organized yet some activities was canceled or rescheduled due to unexpected delay. Lucky enough we have stayed in the Da Ping Primary School for two days and voluntary teaching was carried out well where students and we were both found it enjoyable. I was one of the art team which taught student origami. The teaching part was very interactive which was absolutely a good way to getting close with student and knew more about their live. The primary objective of the camp was deemed to be achieved.

Apart from voluntary teaching, I have helped checking the dimension of the newly established teachers’ dormitory there and have visited few HKU sponsored architectures on the way. It made me know more about project Mingde.

I felt honored to be a part of this camp and I found the whole camp very inspiring. Future activities held by PMSA would definitely be recommended.